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TAKING AN IMAGE

•Object / Source (illumination)

•Optics

• Sensor

•Digitizer

• Post processing
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IMAGING FOR BEAM 
DIAGNOSTICS

•Difficult light conditions

• IR / UV light

• Small objects (compared to object/sensor distance)

• Fast shutter speed (synchronized)

• High frame rate

• Radiation environment
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IMAGE SENSORS

• Convert light into electric signals with a monotone and well 
defined relation between light intensity and output signal

• Provide information on the spatial distribution of light on 
image plane (eventually for different colors)
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TYPE OF SENSORS

• CCD

• CMOS

• CID

• Video tubes 
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CCD

• Charge-Coupled Device

• Invented in 1969 by W.Boyle and E.Smith (AT&T Bell Labs) 
who got a Nobel prize for it

• Based on MOS capacitors

• Principle still the same, but technology refined a lot in the past 
40 years
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CCD PRINCIPLE

• Electrons are collected 
below the electrode

• The charge is shifted 
towards the readout by 
shifting the voltage on the 
electrodes (like in a linear 
motor)
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TYPES OF CCD

• Full frame requires an 
external shutter, strobed 
light or long integration 
times

• Interline CCD can provide 
electronic shutter down to 
few us

• (iCCD, EMCCD, EBCCD)
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MODERN INTERLINE CCD

• Light is detected by a pinned 
photodiode (like C-MOS)

• Based on a n- buried 
channel (avoid defects in the 
Si-SiO2 interface)
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CMOS SENSORS

• Invented around 1968 by P. Noble

• Based on active pixels (CMOS transistors)

• Each pixel can be addressed separately (ROI, high speed)

•Not a match for CCDs until recent improvements in the 
CMOS technology (driven mainly by memory and CPUs)

• Replacing the CCD as the dominant type of sensors
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CMOS APS

• The “standard” configuration 
of a CMOS pixel consist of a 
pinned photodiode a 3 
CMOS transistors

• Large fraction of the pixel is 
(was) occupied by the 
transistors
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CID SENSORS

• Invented in1973 by H.Burke 
and G. Michon of General 
Electric

• Commercially developed by 
CIDTEC (now Thermo 
Fisher Scientific)

• Radiation hard (p type Si)

 

The active CID pixel schematic is shown in Figure 6. 
There are three gates in each pixel: ‘Storage’ photogate, 
‘Sense’ photogate, and the ‘Inject’ gate, which is sometimes 
referred to as the ‘Transfer’ gate. The ‘Storage’ gate is required 
if NDRO is a desired capability. A more simplified version of 
the pixel would require only the ‘Sense’ and ‘Inject’ gates, but 
this would preclude the possibility of NDRO. The ‘Sense’ node 
is electrically connected to the gate and the drain of the source-
follower and reset FETs, respectively. Photon-generated charge 
is cleared via the ‘Inject’ gate and the lateral drain. The ‘Inject’ 
gate has dual functionality, in that it can also be used for 
skimming† excess charge.  

  
As with the passive pixel architecture, the photogates 

in each pixel are MOS capacitors.  The dielectric between the 
two capacitor plates (polysilicon and epitaxial (EPI) layer) is 
silicon dioxide. Applying a potential to the ‘Storage’ and 
‘Sense’ photogates creates a potential well for the collection of 
photon-generated charge. The physical area of the two 
photogates is designed to optimize quantum efficiency and 
concurrently meet the full-well requirement for the intended 
applications. 

 
The following six phases of pixel operation are 

involved in the image readout. Various combinations could be 
used depending upon the application. All potentials listed are 
with respect to the EPI potential, which is set at zero volts. Please refer to Figure 7. 
 

a) Integration:  Photon signal integration occurs when positive voltages (with respect to EPI potential) are applied 
to both the Sense and Storage electrodes. This places the MOS device in a deep depletion mode. Potential wells 
are created under the storage and sense photo gates. The Storage gate is set at a higher potential than the Sense 
gate thereby creating a deeper potential well under the ‘Storage’ gate. The Inject gate is maintained at a skim 
potential, thus allowing charge in excess of full well capacity to drain out of the pixel. The resulting potential 
well is shown as dotted line ‘C’ in Figure 7. When photons having energy levels greater than the band-gap of 
silicon enter the bulk-silicon or the EPI layer, electron-hole (E-H) pairs are generated. Since the device is 
constructed with p-type EPI, electrons will be collected in the potential wells. The relationship between energy 
of a photon and its wavelength is described in the following equation:  

λ
hcEPHOTON =            (3.1) 

Where, h, c and λ are Planck’s constant, the speed of light and the wavelength of the incident photon. The depth 
where E-H pairs will be created directly depends on the wavelength.  Short wavelength photons (blue) generate 
charge closer to the surface of the silicon, whereas longer wavelengths (red) generate charge deeper in the 
silicon layer. As wavelengths increase, the E-H pairs are eventually created at depths deeper than the depletion 
region of the EPI, and therefore, the electrons created by these longer wavelengths have a lower probability of 
being collected in the potential well (i.e., quantum efficiency decreases at longer wavelengths eventually 
becoming null beyond 1 micron wavelengths – see Figure 8). For this reason, it is preferable to use lightly doped 
substrate as it will allow for a larger depletion depth which in turn creates a larger photo-sensitive volume in the 
silicon. 

                                                           
† Method of removing excess charge in bright light conditions to prevent saturation of the pixel 

Fig 6: The Active Pixel CID with Storage 
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b) Forward-Transfer: The Storage potential well is collapsed by setting the Storage gate to a low potential, 
typically zero volts. The Sense potential well is then increased by setting the Sense gate to a potential higher 
than the Storage voltage. Due to the resulting electrical field, the charge is transferred from the Storage to the 
Sense potential well. 

c) Readout-Before-Transfer: The Sense gate is left floating by turning ‘OFF’ the reset FET. The potential of the 
Sense gate is measured and stored as OUT1. 

d) Back-Transfer: The Storage potential is set to ‘V_storage_read’, which is at a higher potential than the Sense 
gate. Consequently, the charge is transferred back from the Sense to the Storage potential well.  

e) Readout-After-Transfer: The potential of the Sense gate is re-measured for the desired pixels on the selected 
row and stored as OUT2. The difference between OUT2 and OUT1 is proportional to the amount of photon-
generated charge within the pixel site. Note that the process is non-destructive of the photon-generated charge. 
The pixel has been read, and the charge remains unaffected in the pixel site. 

f) Injection (optional): The Storage gate is brought to ‘V_storage_low’ while the Sense gate is brought to the 
‘V_sense_read’ potential. On selected columns, the inject gate is brought to ‘V_inject’, and then the Lateral 
Drain is connected to the ‘charge-clear’ potential. In this configuration, the potential gradient forces the photon-
generated charge from underneath the Sense gate into the Lateral Drain, thereby clearing the pixel of charge. 
 
The first active pixel CID, commercially available since early in 2005, is the CID820 (2048H x 2048V, 12µm x 

12µm). The CID820 sensor has a single-NDRO read noise of 30 electrons (rms) at a pixel read rate of 2.1 MHz, and full-
well signal of 235,000 electrons (~1.4V at the readout node of the device). Relative to a classical passive-pixel CIDs, the 
fill-factor of a pixel suffers as a result of the integration of the preamplifier electronics into each pixel. In order to 
minimize the area occupied by the preamplifier electronics, high resolution silicon processes are utilized. The CID820 is 
fabricated on a 0.18 micron, three-level metal process. Even with the presence of the amplifier circuitry in the pixel, the 
CID820 pixel has a large open photoactive area of ~60% using this process node. By comparison, the CID84 passive 
pixel (with 27µm x 27µm pixels) is fabricated on a 2.0 µm process node, and has a fill-factor of only about 40%. The 
peak quantum efficiency (QE) for the CID820 sensor is 48% at 525nm. The QE versus wavelength for three passive-pixel 
based scientific CIDs as well as that of the CID820 is shown in Figure 8. It is evident that the CID820 has lower blue 
response as compared to the passive pixel sensors, whereas the visible-red response of the CID820 is somewhat higher 
due to proprietary process enhancements. The reduced blue response is the result of the presence of nitride at the silicon 
surface, which results in attenuation of blue photons. The process-optimized CID820 dark current is ~10 
electrons/pixel/sec at -38 C. This is similar to the dark current levels in other CID sensor pixels fabricated on other 
process nodes. 
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Fig 7: The Six Phases of Operation for Active Pixel CID 
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LIGHT ABSORPTION IN 
SILICON

• Above 800nm light is not 
absorbed in the epitaxial 
layer

• Below 400nm the light is 
absorbed in the gates and 
oxides above the sensitive 
area
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BACK THINNED SENSORS

• Back thinned CCD have 
been around for a while to 
extend sensitivity to above 
1000nm and below 400nm

• Back thinned CMOS are 
quite recent and make up 
for the small fill factor
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VIDEO TUBE

• First device for electronic 
acquisition of images

• Base on photoconductivity 
of a thin film

• Induced charge read out by 
a pencil electron beam

• Tube itself is very radiation 
hard

15
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IMAGE INTENSIFIERS

•Modern intensifiers are 
based on MCPs

• Can amplify the light by 
more than 1000 times 
(single photons)

• Resolution is reduced by 
large amplification
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EX. PROXIVISION

Low Light Cameras
 Special Purpose Cameras

Solar Blind & Visible
 Image Intensifiers

UV & X-Ray Cameras
 Corona Detection Cameras

Short Exposure Cameras
 Pulse Generators

Fiber Optical Coupling
 Phosphor Coatings

Customised Facilities
 & Equipment

Detector and Camera Upgrades
 and Customised Prototyping

Vacuum & 
 Open MCP Detectors
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High Sensitivity 
The HF cameras are an extremely 
sensitive camera ideal for very low light 
situations. It incorporates a high 
sensitivity, high resolution image 
intensifier making it up to 1.000.000 times 
more sensitive than a standard CCD 
camera. 
 

 
Spectral Sensitivity 
from 180 nm to 900 nm to cover the 
entire spectrum. 
 
UV Sensitivity  

Especially for the difficult visualization of 
ultraviolet radiation ProxiVision produces 
cameras with high UV-sensitive - and 
even solar-blind - photocathodes. 
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The spectral response characteristic depends on the photocathode type used in the camera. 
 
 
Photocathode Types    
C Advanced Solar Blind / quartz T UV Enhanced S 20/ quartz 
B Bialkali / quartz Q S 20 / quartz 
E S 25 / clear glass   
N NIR / Fiber optic   
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Advanced Solar Blind Photocathode 
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Typical spectral sensitivity of non-gateable Advanced Solar Blind on quartz input window 

 
 
The Quantum Efficiency  
 
Q may be calculated from the spectral sensitivity S as follows: 
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Phosphor Screens 
There are three important considerations in choosing a luminous (phosphor) output screen. These are: spectral 
emission range, efficiency, and phosphor decay time. 
 

Type Composition Light Emission Decay Time 
  Range Maximum Color Decay of Light Intensity 
  from to typically at  from 90 % to 

10 % in 
from 10 % to 

1 % in 
P43 Gd2O2S:Tb 360 nm 680 nm 545 nm green 1 ms 1,6 ms 
P46 Y3Al5O12:Ce 490 nm 620 nm 530 nm yellow 

green 
300 ns 90 µs 

P47 Y2SiO5:Ce,Tb 370 nm 480 nm 400 nm blue 
white 

100 ns 2,9 µs 

 
 

Type Efficiency (lm/µA) Efficiency (W/mA) Efficiency (ph/el) 
 6kV 10kV 12kV 15kV 6kV  10kV  12kV  15kV  6kV 10kV 12kV 15kV 

P43 0,24  0,43  0,54  0,71 0,43  0,77  0,97 1,28 185  330 420 550 
P46 0,08  0,15  0,19  0,25 0,22  0,39  0,49 0,65 90  160 200 265 
P47 0,06  0,11  0,14  0,18 0,62  1,35  1,71 2,24 212  380 480 630 

 MCP PROXIFIER MCP PROXIFIER  MCP PROXIFIER 
 
Energy conversion of luminous screens (efficiency) as used in MCP-PROXIFIERS® with 6 keV and in 
PROXIFIER® diodes with 10 keV, 12 keV or 15 keV electron acceleration potentials. (Screen thickness approxi-
mately 4-5 µm with an average grain size of 1 µm). The above values are given for fiber optic output screens. A 
roughly 40 % higher efficiency is obtained with clear glass output screens. The efficiency is subject to a ± 15 % 
variation. (MCP = MCP-PROXIFIER®, ph = photons, el = electron) 
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Energy Conversion ((W/nm)/W) 

 
Wavelength (nm) 

 
Energy conversion for the main phosphor types P43, P46 and P47. 
 
 

General Data of Image Intensifier Diodes PROXIFIER® and MCP  
Image Intensifiers MCP-PROXIFIER® 

 

Image intensifier type BV 25... BV 40... 
Useful diameter 25 mm 40 mm 
Input window ! 38 mm " 4 mm or 5,5 mm ! 55 mm " 5,5 mm 

Quartz Suprasil standard Suprasil standard 
Fiber optic Schott 73A-6µ, INCOM MEGAdraw 

MDL 
Schott 73A-6µ, INCOM MEGAdraw 
MDL 

Output window ! 28,5 mm " 5,2 mm / 15 mm ! 48 mm " 8 mm / 15 mm 
Clear glass BK 1 BK 1 
Fiber optic Schott 73A-6µ, INCOM MEGAdraw 

MDL 
Schott 73A-6µ, INCOM MEGAdraw 
MDL 

Diameter ! 56 mm or ! 75 mm ! 70 mm or ! 95 mm 
Height 19,5 mm or 23 mm 20,8 mm to 23,8 mm 
Housing Noryl plastic Noryl plastic 

 
All surfaces are grounded. On the output windows grounding is accomplished through the use of an electrically 
conductive transparent ITO (Indium Tin Oxide) coating. Fiber optic output windows protrude at least 0,2 mm. 
 
 

Gain 
As an example, the characteristics of proximity focused image intensifier diode PROXIFIER® type BV 2502 BZ 10 
follows (for explanation of the nomenclature please refer to the section entitled “Type Nomenclature”): 
 
Spectral sensitivity of the Bialkali photocathode at 400 nm  SB (400 nm) = 104,1 mA/W 
Efficiency of the P 43 phosphor screen at 12 kV   EP43 (12 kV) = 0,97 W/mA 
Spectral amplification at 400 nm G = S " E    G = 101 W/W 
 
Thus, it is possible for all other wavelengths, photocathodes, phosphor screens, and acceleration voltages to 
calculate the light amplification. The amplification of a proximity focused MCP image intensifier MCP-
PROXIFIER® type BV 2562 BZ containing 1 microchannel plate (MCP) is: 
 
Spectral sensitivity of the Bialkali photocathode at 400 nm  SB (400 nm) = 104,1 mA/W 
Efficiency of the P 43 phosphor screen at 6 kV   EP43 (6 kV) = 0,43 W/mA 
MCP gain at 800 V      V (800 V) = 350 el/el 
Spectral amplification at 400 nm G = S " E " V   G = 15670 W/W 
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for 12 kV accelerating voltage and 1,8 kV for 15 kV. Image intensifies with a clear glass output window have an 
approximately 10 % higher limiting resolution. Compared to the corresponding 25 mm tube, PROXIFIER® diodes 
with 40 mm useful diameter show almost 15 % lower limiting resolution. 
 
The limiting resolution of MCP image intensifiers MCP-PROXIFIER® will be mainly determined by the diameter 
and spacing of the individual channels of the MCP. The resolution will also be influenced by the gap and the ac-
celeration voltage between the photocathode, MCP, and phosphor screen as well as by the material used in the 
input and output windows. Typical limiting resolution values for 25 mm MCP image intensifiers are: 
 

25 mm MCP Image Intensifier with Limiting Resolution 

Single MCP (6 µm) 45 lp/mm ... 55 lp/mm 

2 Standard MCPs (V-Stack, (10 µm)) 24 lp/mm ... 28 lp/mm 
 
The limiting resolution of 40 mm MCP image intensifiers is roughly 20 % lower due to properties of the micro-
channel plates. 40 mm high resolution MCPs are currently not available so far. 
 

Contrast Transfer Function (%) 

 
Spatial Frequency (lp/mm) 

 
Contrast Transfer Function of an image intensifier diode PROXIFIER® (BV 2501 EZ 10) and of MCP image inten-
sifiers MCP-PROXIFIER® with 1 (BV 2561 EZ) and 2 MCPs (BV 2561 EZ-V) along the preferred orientation 
 
 

Dynamic Range 
The dynamic range of PROXIFIER® diodes reaches 106:1. The phosphor screen shows saturation effects only 
when the input illumination becomes very high. Besides the higher limiting resolution, this is the major advantage 
over MCP image intensifiers. 
 
For MCP image intensifiers MCP-PROXIFIER®, the dynamic range is limited to approximately 104:1 to 105:1, i.e. 
14 bit to 16 bit. In the case of high input illumination and therefore high photo current, the MCP output screen 
current does not increase linearly any longer with the photo current. 
 
The maximum output brightness of a MCP-PROXIFIER® with a P 43 phosphor screen during linear operation is 
roughly 300 lx. This is equal to a light power per area of approximately 70 µW/cm2. In case of over-exposure of 
the image intensifier, 1000 lx (overcast day) are possible. 
 
In low light level applications, the dynamic range is not limited by the image intensifier and dark current electrons 
from the photocathode but is limited to a few bit by the photon statistic itself. The conversion of photons by the 
photocathode into electrons is a statistical process which happens with a certain probability (= quantum efficiency 
of the photocathode). If the event observed consists of 1000 photons and if we assume a quantum efficiency of 
10 % (which is typical for many photocathodes for green light), the mean value of photoelectrons produced will be 
N = 100. According to the Poisson statistic, the standard deviation ! = "N = 10. The ratio of the mean value to the 
standard deviation is only 10, i.e. approximately 4 bit. This ratio is also valid for the phosphor screen image at the 
output of the image intensifier. Therefore, to digitize with 8 bit is absolutely sufficient. For single photon counting 
applications with center of gravity analysis the resolution depends on the dynamic range of the camera system. 
The bigger the dynamic range of the camera system the better the resolution. 
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LINEAR ARRAYS

• Both CCD and CMOS 
versions exists

• Up to 50MHz readout clock 
possible
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ROLLING SHUTTER

• Image integration delay differ 
from line to line

• Peculiarity of CMOS and 
CID (tube cameras as well)

•  Problem for moving objects 
(or pulsed)

• Global shutter CMOS exist

19
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RADIATION IN MOS

• Charge creation in the oxide layer (flat band) ⇒ reduce the 

oxide layer

•De-passivation of the interface layer

• Traps creation in the bulk, prominent for n type Si (due to 
phosphor doping) ⇒ p channel devices (collecting holes?) 

(LBNL, e2v)
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RADIATION HARDNESS

• CCD and CMOS typically not radiation hard ~100Gy 
(10kRad) max, can be improved with dedicated designs

• CID up to 50kGy (5MRad)

• Vidicon tubes ? never seen a radiation damaged tube provided 
“no” local electronics
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WHERE DO WE STAND

•Dramatic progress of CMOS and CCD in terms of pixels and 
sensitivity in the past 10 years

• Unfortunately radiation hardness has not improved (more the 
opposite)

• Tubes are obsolete and difficult/impossible to procure

22



IMAGE ACQUISITION

• Three options available

• Analog video camera and external frame grabber

•Digital camera with dedicated protocol and external 
acquisition board (like camera link)

•Digital camera and standard BUS (Gbit ethernet, USB, 
firewire...)

23



DIGITAL VS ANALOG

• In terms of performance (S/N, speed, cost, complication) 
digital wins hands down

• Analog still has an edge for the radiation problem, less 
electronics in the tunnel = less failures (... depends...)
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ANALOG FRAME GRABBERS

• Typically used for CCIR (SD) 

• Becoming obsolete as are analog cameras. We should 
probably expect a sharp end (like tube TVs and vinyl records)

• Since years “only” available for PCs (mainly WINDOWS, some 
support for Linux), not easy to integrate and maintain in large 
control systems (like at CERN)

• Can be replaced by a mid-range ADC/FPGA board (~40MHz)
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DIGITAL FRAME GRABBERS

• Getting obsolete as well. Will probably survive for very special 
applications (super high speed with multiple Gbit links)

• Same situation as for analog frame grabbers for the hardware 
choices, mainly PCs with WINDOWS or Linux

26



FIELD BUS CAMERAS

• Large choice, very fluid situation

• USB (1, 2, 3), Firewire (400, 800, S1600, S3200), Gigabit 
ethernet

• Transfer rates up to several G bits/s

• USB and Firewire only short cables (extension possible)

• Gbit Ethernet allows up to 100m (twisted pair)
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BUS PROTOCOLS

• The physical layer is public (is or can be installed in any PC or 
crate)

• The data protocol is often proprietary and requires the use of 
binary only libraries/drivers, again with the same support as for 
the frame grabbers

• Some open standard exists and is used by some company

28



POST PROCESSING

• In our case means mainly

• Background subtraction

• Geometric corrections

• projection and or fitting of ROI
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ANALYSIS TOOLS

• Scientific camera provider have some tools on their catalogues

• Typically targeted at specific type of measurements

•Most of the time use of in-house developed tools (LabView, 
Java, C/C++...)

• Little reusability because not considered in the design

• Possible to create collaborative tools? 
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CONCLUSIONS

• Technology is giving us a lot of possibilities/opportunities in the 
imaging world

• Some times, unfortunately, our needs go opposite to the big 
market

• Radiation is our real enemy!

• A field where collaboration would help a lot!
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THANKS!
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